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ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COUNCIL 
 
 

AGENDA ITEM:  6 – I 
 

DATE:  November 5, 2015 
 

****************************************************************************** 
 
SUBJECT: D2L Performance/Stability Issues 
 
 A brief update was shared with AAC on the issue confronting the “Last Day of 
Attendance Reporting” tool in D2L during the September 2015 meeting.  Additionally, while we 
are only midway through the 2015FA semester, there have been a number of performance, 
stability, and functionality issues with D2L, and the D2L Management Committee has been 
closely working with D2L Support to resolve these issues: 
 

• On September 28, D2L Management Committee members reported that D2L was 
performing very slowly.  Eventually, the system became more responsive, so no ticket 
was logged. 
 

• D2L Management Committee members reported that D2L was unresponsive starting 
around 4:00 PM on October 1 and immediately engaged D2L Support.  The issue was 
resolved around 8:15 PM on the same day, resulting in downtime of around four hours. 
 

• D2L reported that the issue was related to the fact that the file share, on which both files 
and the database are stored, ran out of space.  We continue to work with D2L to evaluate 
why the same storage space was being used for both the files and the database. 
 

• Ruth Peters and Eric Mosterd met with the SDBOR’s D2L account rep, and a D2L 
technical consultant, on Friday, October 9, to discuss these and other functionality issues, 
the latter of which seem to be caused by issues with our Continuous Delivery (monthly) 
updates.  D2L is aware that the CD process has created a number of issues for multiple 
institutions and assured us they are working to improve the process. 
 

• That same evening, there were more reports of D2L errors and unavailability starting 
around 7:45 PM.  The issue was reported to the D2L Help Desk, and was resolved around 
11:30 PM CT.  The result was roughly four hours of downtime.  D2L has not provided 
any detail as to the root cause of the third incident of downtime in less than two weeks. 

 

https://www.sdbor.edu/services/academics/AAC/documents/6_D_AAC0915.pdf
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Due to these issues, TAC and the D2L Management Committee have been working on a 
support matrix to formalize how D2L issues are investigated, reported, and resolved (see 
Attachment I). In addition to the stability/unavailability issues, the committee has been working 
on a number of functionality issues related to the CD updates: 
 

• The custom report we use to determine student engagement into online courses, for the 
purpose of financial aid compliance, was not immediately available to the SDBOR after 
our July 3 upgrade to the CD version of D2L.  D2L determined that we needed to have 
another CD update in place before it could be made available, which happened on July 
27. After the update, there were numerous other issues with the report, and it was 
determined that we needed to wait for another CD update (on August 13) for the report to 
be functional.  That update failed and they rescheduled the update for August 17.  That 
update caused all Colleague (course, course rosters, and instructor information) sync with 
D2L to fail, which was not resolved for a few days. 
 
Once the sync issues were resolved, we started testing the report and found it could only 
produce a report for an individual section, or all sections for all institutions; a report for 
just one institution’s section was not available, and while this information could have 
been parsed out of the latter report, it frequently timed out due to the size of the dataset 
generated.  D2L took two weeks to develop a fix for that particular issue, and we again 
tested the report on August 25.  It still had issues and was not available until the end of 
the first week of the 2015FA semester, and that was only after D2L started to manually 
generate a report. 
 
The fully functional report was finally made available to us on September 17, over two 
months after it was originally supposed to be available. 
 

• After our first CD update on at the end of July, USD noticed unusual behavior related to 
the display of dates and times in D2L:  while our server is set to the Central Time Zone, 
dates were being displayed in Eastern Time (the geographic location of our D2L hosting).  
This was reported to D2L on July 23, but D2L was unable to immediately verify the 
problem, as their support was also in the Eastern Time Zone. 
 
After three days of troubleshooting, D2L’s solution was to have all SDBOR users set 
their computers’ time zones to Eastern Time: 

 
“This is expected behavior. This is happening because the time zone on your 
computer and LE are different.  Please change the time zone on your computer to 
-05:00 Eastern Time (US & Canada). That should solve the problem.” 
[INC00442030] 
 

This was not a viable solution, as it would have involved coordinating thousands of users 
to change the time zones on their computers, so the committee pushed back via our 
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account rep who escalated the issue.  After a week, or so, the issue seemed to be 
resolved—perhaps due to changes on D2L server—the incident is still marked as 
unresolved as of October 21, and D2L has not provided an explanation for the issue. 
 

• On August 25, USD reported that students were unable to see results of quizzes, even 
though instructors had made the results available to students.  This was a known bug and 
the workaround was to make the results unavailable to students.  NOTE:  the previous 
sentence was not a typo; somehow a Boolean operator was switched in one of the CD 
updates, so the only way to release quiz/exam results to students was to set them to NOT 
be released.   
 
This was not resolved until the end of September, after which point instructors who had 
set quiz/exam results to not be released, had to go back and set them to be released. 
 

• After our late September CD update, instructors at BHSU noticed that they could no 
longer edit Cengage files via integration.  This was due to a change in permissions caused 
by the CD update, and would not be fixed until our next CD update in late October.  The 
suggested workaround was to enable instructors to edit files at the system level, which 
would mean one instructor could access, edit, or delete another instructor’s files. 
 
That solution was deemed unacceptable, and during the call with the D2L account rep on 
Friday, October 9, they agreed to implement a hotfix, which was done on October 16, 
resolving the issue. 

 
Please note:  these are just issues that affected the entire system.  Many campuses have reported 
other, less impactful issues that are likely the result of the CD process. 
 

 
 
 
 



 

TECHNOLOGY AFFAIRS COUNCIL 

AGENDA ITEM: 29 

DATE: October 22, 2015 

****************************************************************************** 

SUBJECT:   D2L Support Matrix 

PREPARED BY: Dave Hansen 

 

D2L has become the major educational software used by the system schools. It is 

important that we work to achieve an uptime that reflects the support of this technology to the 

learning environment. One of the approaches that can be employed is matrix that clearly spells 

out how each of us will act when the technology is not working properly. Enclosed is a draft 

matrix to help us achieve the level of service we need for such a vital tool. 

 

RECOMMENDATION:  Review and discussion 
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D2L Support Matrix (draft) 
 

Desire-2-Learn (D2L) is the BOR’s system-wide Learning Management System 
(LMS) to support faculty and students for teaching and learning. Since its adoption in 
Fall 2008, an increasing number of users are utilizing this system for teaching, learning, 
communication, and online collaboration activities. A D2L committee has been 
established to provide oversight of the management of the system and issues that 
surface related to the operation of the system.  The committee has representation from 
each University and the Board office with the representative from the Board office 
serving as the chair.   

 D2L provides a critical service for all users in all BOR institutions. D2L’s recent 
upgrade to a continuous delivery model, where updates occur each month, provides 
more regular updates to the system but also can introduce problems not found during 
user acceptance testing due to the high volume of changes being introduced. 

A D2L Support Matrix identifies the process to report problems and escalate 
them should response not occur in a manner consistent with the priority of the issue. 
With good planning and support, we can make the user experience better and provide 
an improved level of service.  

Below illustrates the D2L Support Matrix that has been identified to manage 
issues reported by the user community.  It identifies the process to follow and 
responsible parties involved at the various stages in the D2L problem resolution matrix. 
Each university has a campus support escalation procedure that flows into the central 
process should the issue require that level of support.  D2L has committed to providing 
a prescribed level of response to issues reported to them in the form of a service level 
agreement.  That agreement has been included below. 
 

1. A D2L problem is identified at an institution.  
a. University faculty, staff, and students use university procedures for 

reporting a D2L problem. 
2. The local support desk confirms the problem and the University D2L 

Management Committee (MC) Representatives are notified of the problem.  
3. The University D2L MC Representative investigates the problem to determine 

whether or not it is a statewide problem. 
4. If it is a local problem, 

a. The University D2L MC Representative opens a ticket with the D2L Help 
Desk. 

5. If it’s potentially a statewide problem, the University representative uses the D2L 
MC email list to seek verification of the problem at other Universities in the BOR 
system. 

6. If the problem is verified as statewide problem: 
a. The University D2L MC Representative opens a D2L Help Desk ticket and 
b. The D2L MC Chair notifies the D2L Technical Account Manager of the 

problem.  The appropriate severity will be requested based on the nature 
of the issue.   

7. The following actions are then taken as identified by the D2L Service Level 
Agreement from the D2L current executed agreement. 
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8. If response is not received according to the documented service level, the 
University D2L representative will contact the D2L committee chair to make them 
aware of the problem.  The chair will review the issue and if warranted, contact 
the D2L technical manager and/or D2L account manager to seek resolution and 
subsequently contact the University D2L representative. 

 
9. Tickets that are classified as Severity Level 1 and 2 have significant impact to the 

service supported by the LMS.  The following matrix will be used for 
communicating these problems. 
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Stage Timing Party Backup Action Stakeholder 

Communication 

2 or more BOR 
campuses reporting 
the same D2L 
Problem.  

by 2 
business 
hours 

Campus 
Main D2L 
Contact 

Campus 
D2L 
Support 

Open a 
D2L Ticket 

D2L Mgmt Comm 
email 

Escalation: Severity 
Level has been 
identified as Level 1 
or 2 

by 6 
business 
hours 

D2L Mgmt 
Comm Chair 

BOR 
Backup 

Escalate 
opened 
Ticket 

D2L Mgmt Comm 
email and post news 
item in D2L if 
applicable 

Escalate BOR-D2L 
Level Communication 

by 14 
business 
hours 

D2L Mgmt 
Comm Chair 

BOR 
Backup 

Contact 
D2L 
Account 
Manger 

Campus-wide Users 
Notification 

by 20 
business 
hours 

RIS CIO RIS Backup Contact 
D2L 
Support 
Supervisor 

Notification to all 
BOR CIOs, BOR VP 
Admin, BOR VP 
ACAD Affairs 

Severity   
L1 :24 hours 
L2: 36 hours 

RIS CIO RIS Backup Contact 
D2L V.P. 

Notification to all 
BOR CIOs, BOR VP 
Admin, BOR VP 
ACAD Affairs 

Regular updates on 
open critical item 

L1/L2: 12 
hours 

RIS CIO RIS Backup Email 
update 

Notification to all 
BOR CIOs, BOR VP 
Admin, BOR VP 
ACAD Affairs 

Resolution 
Communication 

Severity  
L1: 28 hours 
L2: 36 hours 

D2L Mgmt 
Comm Chair 

BOR 
Backup 

Brief D2L 
Mgmt 
Comm 
Solution 

D2L Mgmt Comm 
email 
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